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1. INTRODUCTION
In problems with inequality constraints we often encounter functionals
on closed and convex sets of Banach spaces. Trying to find their extremum,
one wants to use variational methods for functionals on closed convex sets.
w x  w x.M. Struwe 6 see also Chang and Eells 2 developed a variational
method for the classical Plateau problem. This method is based on the
 .  .Palais]Smale PS condition see Definition 4 below . Our aim here is to
 .establish a mountain pass lemma without the PS condition on a closed
 .convex subset of a Banach space see Theorem 5 below .
5 5Let X be a Banach space with norm and let M ; X be a closed
convex subset of X. Suppose F: M ª R admits a continuous extension
which is Gateaux differentiable and the derivative F9: X ª X* is continu-
ous with respect to the norm topology of X and the w* topology of X*. To
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state our results, let us go to
DEFINITION 1. For a point x g M let
 :g x s sup F9 x , x y y . .  .
ygM
5 5xyy -1
 .  . 5  .5Remark 2. a If M s X, then g x s F9 x .
 .b By our assumption of F, it is easy to verify that g is continuous
on M.
 .DEFINITION 3. A point x g M is called critical if g x s 0, and c s
 .F x is called a critical value of F.
Let K be a compact metric space and let K* be a nonempty closed
  . 4subset / K. Let A s p g C K, M ; p s p* on K* where p* is a fixed
continuous map on K. Define
c s inf max F p j , . .
jgKpgA
so we have that
c G max F p* j . . .
jgK *
 .  .DEFINITION 4. F satisfies PS on M if any sequence u on Mc n
satisfying
F u ª c and g u ª 0 .  .n n
has a convergent subsequence.
The following result is an extension of Theorem 1 of Brezis and
w xNirenberg 1
  ..THEOREM 5. Assume that for e¨ery p g A, max F p j is attainedj g K
 .at some point in K _ K*. Then there exists a sequence u on M such thatn
F u ª c and g u ª 0. .  .n n
 .If in addition F satisfies PS on M, then c is a critical ¨alue.c
 .This kind of result with the PS condition was established by Guo et al.
w x4 .
Now, let's turn to another result. Suppose V is a piecewise smooth and
n  .bounded domain in R n - 6 , and f is a nontrivial nonnegative smooth
and bounded function on V. It is a known result of K. C. Chang and
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 w x.L. Nirenberg see 2, Theorem 2 that the problem
Du q u2 s f x in V , . 6 . u s 0 on ­ V
 .admits a negative and another nontrivial solution. Equation 6 arises from
mathematical biology. As an application of our Theorem 5, we could prove
 .THEOREM 7. Problem 6 has a positi¨ e solution.
In what follows, we prove Theorem 5 in Section 2 and prove Theorem 7
in Section 3.
2. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 5
w xWe will use the idea of Brezis and Nirenberg 1 . The argument of the
w xfollowing result is standard 5 , so we omit it.
LEMMA 8. Let N be a metric space and let f : N ª X* be a continuous
map with w*-topology on X*. Then for any e ) 0 and any continuous map
p: N ª M there exists a locally Lipschitz map ¨ : N ª X such that for all
j g N,
 .  .  .a p j y ¨ j g M,
 . 5  .5b ¨ j - 1,
 .   .  .:  .c f j , ¨ j G h j y e ,
where
 :h j s sup f j , p j y y . .  .  .
ygM
5  . 5p j yy -1
Here we recall Ekeland's principle. Let M be a complete metric space
 .  xwith metric d x, y . Let c : M ª y`, q` , c k q`, be a lower semi-
continuous function bounded from below. Then, given e ) 0 and z g M0
 .  .  .there exists a point z g M such that c x y c z q e d x, z G 0, ; x g M
 .  .  .and c z F c z y e d z, z .0 0
Then we come to the
Proof of Theorem 5. For j g K, let
d j s min dist j , K* , 1 4 .  .
and consider for any fixed e ) 0 and any p g A,
G p , j s F p j q e d j . .  .  . .
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Define
F p s max G p j , j .  . .e
jgK
and
c s inf F p . .e e
pgA
Obviously, c F c - c q e .e
 .Let d ?, ? be the usual metric on A and note that F is lowere
semi-continuous on A. By Ekeland's principle, there exists a p g A such
that
F q y F p q e d p , q G 0, ;q g A, 9 .  .  .  .e e
and
c F c F F p F c q e F c q 2e . 10 .  .e e e
By our assumption it holds that
F p ) max f p j . .  . .e
jgK *
Let
B p s j g K ; G p j , j s F p 4 .  .  . .e e
and
F s F .e
 .We claim that there exists j g B p such that0 e
g p j F 2e . 11 .  . .0
 .In fact, by B p ; K _ K* and Urysohn's lemma we have a continuouse
w x  .  .  .function a : K ª 0, 1 satisfying a j s 1 on B p and a j s 0 one
 .K*. Choose q s q in 9 such thatn
q j s p j y hw j .  .  .h
 .  .  .for h ) 0 small and w j s a j ¨ j . Here ¨ is obtained by applying
 .   ..  .Lemma 8 with N s K, f j s F9 p j , and p in 9 .
Clearly, q g A. Observe thath
F q s max G q j , j .  . .h h
jgK
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is attained at some point j g K. For a suitable sequence h ª 0, jh n hn
 .  .converges to some j which belongs to B p . By 9 with q s q and by0 e h
Lemma 8 we obtain
F p j y hw j q e d j y F p q e h G 0. .  .  .  . .h h h
By the mean value theorem we have that
1
F p j q e d j y F9 p j q thw j , hw j dt .  .  .  .  . .  . .Hh h h h h
0
y F p q e h G 0. .
  ..  .  .Note that F p j q e d j F F p . So we have that for h s h ,h h n
1
F9 p j q th w j , w j dt F e . .  .  . . .H h n h h
0
Letting h ª 0 we findn
 :F9 p j , ¨ j F e , .  . .0 0
 .which, by Lemma 8 with f s F9( p, yields 11 .
Now, the conclusion of the theorem follows by choosing e s 1rn and
 .  .  .u s p j in 10 and 11 .n 0
3. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 7
Let
1 u32< <F u s =u y q fu . H 2 3V
 1 . 4 5 5  < < 2 .1r2and let M s u g H V ; u G 0 with norm u s H =u . It is easy0 V
 .to verify that F satisfies PS on M. By applying the strong maximumc
 .principle we need only to prove that 6 admits a nontrivial nonnegative
3 5 5 3solution. By Sobolev's inequality, H u F c ¨ , we have that on M,V
1 u3 1 12 2 2< < 5 5F u G =u y G u s r . H 2 3 4 4V
5 5if u s r small. This means that F has a strict local minimum at 0.
3  .Take ¨ g M satisfying H ¨ ) 0 and we have F t¨ - 0 for t large. ByV
 . ` .our Theorem 5 we have u g M satisfying g u s 0. For any f g C V , e0
) 0, let
¨ s u q ef q f g Me e
 4  .with f s ymin 0, u q ef G 0. By g u s 0 we have thate
 :F9 u , u y ¨ F 0. . e
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That is,
 : y1 :F9 u , f G ye F9 u , f . 12 .  .  .e
Here we have
 : 2y F9 u , f s y =u=f y u f q ff . He e e e
V
2s =u ? = u q ef y u u q ef q f u q ef .  .  .H
Ve
2 3G e =u ? =f y u f q ff y uH H
V Ve e
2 2 3G e =u=f y u f q ff q e f ,H H
V Ve e
  .  . 4 n .where V s x g V; u x q ef x - 0 . Note also that L V ª 0 ase e
e ª 0q. Hence we have that
 :y F9 u , f G o e . .  .e
q  .By letting e ª 0 , we get from 12 that
 : `F9 u , f G 0, ;f g C V . .  .0
` . 1 .Reversing the sign of f and since C V is dense in H V we finally see0 0
 .that F9 u s 0. This finishes the proof.
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